
2nd Generation Rubber Dot Technology Last Longer 
and Cut Faster with Even Better Refinement
DiamaDots wedge-shaped dots put more diamonds on the outer perimeter 
of the pad, improving both cutting speed and edge refinement.  Wider, 
directional water channels increase water flow,  effectively flushing  slurry 
away from the cutting surface, improving both life and refinement while 
at the same time reducing slurry clogging and cleanup time. Improved, 
proprietary, 2nd generation resin dot formulations are available ONLY 
through Superior Surface Solutions.

Better Refinement on Uneven, Imperfect Floors
DiamaDot rubber dot pads utilize a thicker rubber backer to match the 
long life of the DiamaDots . When the flexible rubber dot pad is attached 
to the high density foam backer and the Vortex Polisher’s flexible pad 
driver, DiamaDots are able to follow the contours of even extremely wavy 
concrete floors without leaving unsightly scratches.  While traditional 
grinders are flattening wavy floors sufficient to polish without scratches, 
the Vortex Polisher is polishing, producing unmatched uniformity of 
aggregate exposure.  The Vortex Polisher utilizing DiamaDots minimizes 
surface cream removal while producing floors with outstanding clarity 
(DOI) and gloss.

One Step Floor Prep for Dyes and Pigments
DiamaDots are a great way to quickly prep concrete floors for water or 
solvent based dyes and stains. DiamaDot 50 grit pads grind aggressively 
enough to prep most floors in just one step while leaving a scratch free 
surface ready to be stained and sealed.

21” DiamaDots are for use on the Vortex Polisher
15” and 17” DiamaDots are for use on the DiamaShine  
Polisher/Edger
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Save by getting more than 50% more dots 
on 15” & 17” pads, without paying more.
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More Diamonds for your money!...  More Dots for your money!
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Exclusively from the leader in rubber dot technology... 

C-Dot™
Copper Resin dots for fast cutting, superior refinement and long life.
Use on concrete, terrazzo, marble, granite or any polishable stone
Grits: 30, 50, 100, 200
Wet Only

R-Dot™
Resin dots produce incredible clarity and gloss
Use on concrete, terrazzo, marble, granite or any polishable stone
Grits: 400, 800, 1500, 3000
Wet Only

DiamaDot Plus - Available Soon 
Metal resin dots for the fastest cutting on the hardest floors
Grits: 30, 50, 100, 200

Learn more at SuperiorSurfaceSolutions.com


